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Few people would ever expect that Karl
Marx is the writer of the above statement.
He not only wrote it, but he did so in the
same breath of his more famous dictum
that religion is the opiate of the masses.
How can one reconcile such different
perspectives on the power and ubiquity of
religion? In this compact reader of Marxs
essential thought on religion, John Raines
offers the full range of Marxs thoughts on
religion and its relationship to the world of
social relations. Through a careful selection
of essays, articles, pamphlets, and letters,
Raines shows that Marx had a far more
complex understanding of religious belief.
Equally important is how Marxs ideas on
religion were intimately tied to his
inquiries
into
political
economy,
revolution, social change, and the
philosophical questions of the self. Raines
offers an introduction that shows the
continuing importance of the Marxist
perspective on religion and its implications
for the way religion continues to act in and
respond to the momentous changes going
on in our social and environmental worlds.
Marx on Religion also includes a study
guide to help professors and students--as
well as the general reader--continue to
understand the significance of this often
under-examined component of Marx.
Author note: John Raines is Professor of
Religion at Temple University. He is the
author of over a half-dozen books,
including, most recently, What Men Owe
to Women: Mens Voices from World
Religions.
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Is religion the opium of the people? The question Opinion The Religion is the opium of the people is one of the
most frequently paraphrased statements of German philosopher and economist Karl Marx. It was translated Marx &
Durkheim - Pdx Marxist Theories of Religion A2 Sociology Revision Marxism Sees all society as divided into two
classes Marxism The Marxist Religion as Opium of the People (Karl Marx) - ThoughtCo Development of The
Concept and Theory of Alienation in Marxs Writings (1995). My aim is to present Marxs ideas on religion in the context
of Explaining Marxist Perspectives on Religion - YouTube After reading this article you will learn about Marxism
and Religion:- 1. Definition of Religion 2. Sources of Marxs Thought 3. Religion as Class Ideology 4. Karl Marx on
Religion: How Religion Affects Social Inequality Marx on Religion also includes a study guide to help professors and
studentsas well as the general readercontinue to understand the significance of this Karl Marxs Theory of Religion:
Definition, Sources, Ideology and Was Karl Marx right to characterise faith in the way he did? Marx, of course,
famously disparaged religion as the opium of the people. Marx vs. Durkheim: Religion. An essay by Erin Olson plus
commentary by Antonino Palumbo. Religion and religious institutions play a powerful role in Marx on Religion - John
C. Raines - Google Books Presentation on the marxist theory A2 sociology religious beliefs. Marx On Religion on
JSTOR For Germany, the criticism of religion has been essentially completed, and the criticism of religion is the
prerequisite of all criticism. The profane existence of John Raines: Marx on Religion - Temple University Religious
suffering is at one and the same time the expression of real suffering and a protest against real suffering. Religion is the
sigh of the oppress Karl Marx quotation - religion as opium of the people - Age of the Sage - 7 min - Uploaded by
Max HangsoutA short presentation of Marxist viewpoints on religion (revised and shortened). A Contribution Karl
Marx: Is Religion the Opiate of the Masses? - ThoughtCo Peter Thompson: Marx thought that to understand
religion correctly would allow one to understand the whole of human history. none Marx called religion the opium of
the people, but that is only part of what he said. Marx, Karl - Hartford Institute for Religion Research Key quotes
from Marx on religion, with links, sources & anthologies. Karl Marx and Religion by Cyril Smith This lesson will
discuss Karl Marxs view of how religion is an opiate for the people and perpetuates social inequality. It will discuss how
Karl Marx believed that Karl Marx on Religion - YouTube Source: Karl Marx and Religion was written for Marx
Myths and Legends by Cyril Smith in March 2005, and rights remain with the author, as per Creative Karl Marx
(Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Marxs theory of religion (Marx and Engels 1975:38 f) must be viewed as an
aspect of his general theory of society. Like many others in his era, Marx too was More than opium: Marxism and
religion International Socialism Karl Marx wrote that religion is the opium of the people, but few understand what
he really meant. Marx was criticizing society more than Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Hegels Philosophy
of Right The attitude of Marxists to religion, relating not only to Marxism and Christianity, but also to Islam. On
Religion: Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels: 9780486454504: Amazon Karl Marx is famous or perhaps infamous for
writing that religion is the opium of the people (which is usually translated as religion is the Karl Marx, part 1:
Religion, the wrong answer to the right question Marx and religion: A brief study. Himel Shagor. Marxs most
famous statement about religion comes from a critique of Hegels. Philosophy of Law: Religious Marxism and religion
- Wikipedia - 2 min - Uploaded by Existentialist DaseinThe famous phrase Religion is the opium of the people in its
context. Marxist theories of religion - SlideShare Source: Marx and Engels on Religion, Progress Publ., Moscow
1957. Additional references omitted by Progress Publishers have been included. Karl Marx on religion the logical
flaw in Marxist economic theology When Karl Marx declared religion the opium of the people, he voiced a central
tenet of the philosophy that bears his name. In this collection of essays and letters A2 Sociology: Marxist Theories of
Religion - SlideShare One of the more frequently quoted statements of Karl Marx is Religion is the opium of the people
this being a translation of the German statement Die Religion Marx and religion Religious suffering is at one and the
same time the expression of real suffering and a protest against real suffering. Religion is the sigh of the oppressed
Marx and Engels On Religion - Marxists Internet Archive The nineteenth-century German thinker Karl Marx, the
founder and primary theorist of Marxism, had an ambivalent and complex attitude to religion, viewing it Marxism and
Religion Dialectical Materialism History & Theory
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